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As the most radical change to the Office interface in its history, the Ribbon replaces the
traditional menu bar and toolbars and requires a new set of skills for customizingInstructions and
examples demonstrate how to customize the Ribbon using VBA, XML, Access, Excel, and
WordCovers the relevant aspects of security, such as trust centers and digital certificatesPacked
with real-world code examples that readers can immediately applyFeatures helpful references

From the Back CoverMicrosoft MVPs teach you new skills for customizing the RibbonIf you like
to build custom applications or customize the Office user interface, this book is for you. Written
by a team of Microsoft MVPs, it shows you—step by step—how easy it is to modify the Microsoft
Office® 2007 Ribbon, how the Ribbon works, and how you can customize it to add functionality.
You'll learn to leverage the RibbonX API to hide, create, add, and group controls.Along with
techniques for using XML, VBA, and Access macros, you'll find clear instructions, practical
examples, and real-world code you can use. This is the perfect guide for beginners, developers,
and power users alike.Explore the Ribbon user interface and Quick Access ToolbarAccess the
CustomUI Editor and start modifyingLearn the essentials of XML and why you need itWrite and
debug your own code with Visual Basic® for Applications (VBA)Master RibbonX basic controls
and create custom, static, and dynamic menusDeploy your Ribbon customizations across
filesGain a working knowledge of key aspects of Office security such as digital certificates and
privacy settingsInside you'll also find a handy table of RibbonX tags, a tool to quickly reveal the
imageMso references and generate its XML, and much more.About the AuthorRobert Martin is
an Excel MVP and Microsoft Certified Professional. With a background in finance, he has
worked as an IT director for an investment bank in the UK, and worked on charitable projects in
Africa before turning to authoring on MS Office development.Ken Puls is an Excel MVP and a
Certified Management Accountant in Canada. He works as the Controller of a resort, teaches
Excel courses, and has authored all of the articles at the www.excelguru.ca website.Teresa
Hennig is an Access MVP and president of the Pacific Northwest Access Developer Group and
the Seattle Access Group. She is the lead author of the Access VBA Programmer's Reference
series and is a lead on three national committees for INETA. Her company, Data Dynamics
Northwest, provides data management solutions and consulting services.
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Mark Trevithick, “Fabulous. It's hard to imagine a book on coding being a joy to read, but the
authors of RibbonX did a superb job of presenting the material in an easy to read style and
provide far more information than I ever imagined could be in a book on programming the Office
Ribbon (Microsoft's Fluent interface).I intended to use the book as a reference, but find myself
reading through it chapter by chapter. Even the chapter on vba which I've been coding for
years. I figure that as much expertise as the authors possess, I just might learn something
new.The only things that could make it better would be a CD/DVD of the files (available on Wiley)
and the text of the book in pdf, and even more beneficial would be an Office 2010 edition.”

Reinhard Neuwirth, “Helps XML-beginners take their big initial hurdle and enables application
designers to convert to RibbonX in a hurry.. This manual exceeded my expectations. Even
though written 8 years ago on a topic in a technology that moves at the speed of light (or half the
speed of light anyway) it seems, it brought me up to speed on a topic I had avoided for too long,
XML, and on RibbonX in particular. The style is straight to the point, no fluffy nonsense, and yet
it provides meticulous detail in places where detail is needed to ensure that code lifted from the
manual can be modified to work in changed settings. The authors ought to be commended and I
hope they derive enough royalties from the sale of their book to make their effort rewarding.”

Brian J. Torreano, “Great book!. Great book! Arrived in condition described. Very happy with
seller!”

Twark Main, “Need to work with the Office ribbon? Buy this book.. It's really quite that simple. If
you need to work with the Office Ribbon and don't have this book, you're wasting time and
money.”

Richard Reader, “Everything is in this book. This books wraps up everything that's required to
design and program the RibbonX for Office 2007. Even when it seemed like the authors didn't go
into sufficient detail, the sample files provided the answers to all of my questions.”

M. Weir, “Great resource!. I have used this book extensively on two urgent projects. It was very
useful and well-written.”

Anna Mercken, “Five Stars. Great! Arrived in great condition.”

Peter Roberts, “Good content, printed on poor quality paper. A little dated now with newer
versions of office available, but still quite useful. It could do with updating.For the price of the
book I expected it to be printed on something more substantial than newspaper quality paper,
but I suppose the content is what is being paid for, which is very good with lots of gotchas



highlighted.”

DebbieG, “Handy to have it around.. It came in handy for sure and it's full of details covering the
main Office appliations of Excel, Word and Access.When it came to "Contextual Tabs" in Access
I couldn't find something important and had to find it online.In the Backstage Options you need
to have it set for "Overlapping Windows" not "Tabbed Windows" to get contextual tabs to work
properly.”

Timothy M Read, “Been useful. Switching from Office 2003 to RibbonX has caused much
lamenting on the woeful documentation available to help.This book fills the gap. Sometimes it
seems to be bulking itself up a bit unnecessarily - but I'll forgive it that as its helped me get on
with my business and has thus paid for itself a few times over already.In short - tearing your hair
out with the change to developing for the Ribbon interface with VBA ? This book will help.”

Klaus Backes, “Buch hilft sehr. Mit dem Inhalt dieses Buches konnte ich als Neuling in der
Ribbon-Programmierung meine Customizing erfolgreich umsetzen. Buch ist sehr zu empfehlen,
Thematik wird gut und verständlich dargestellt. Kann ich nur jedem empfehlen, der sich in das
Thema Ribbon einarbeiten möchte/muss.”

The book by Robert Martin has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 31 people have provided feedback.
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